Vertical Edge 9000 Series Phones

Get the most out of your Vertical Summit™ with the ergonomically designed Edge 9000 Series IP and digital desktop phones. Sleek, sophisticated and simple to set up and use, these full duplex phones provide “at a glance” call information displays, call logs and simplified administration, as well as clear, high quality voice sound, intuitive navigation and one-touch access to the Summit system features you use most.

**Edge 9000 24-Button IP Phone**
Mid-range Gigabit IP phone with self-labeling keys designed for both managers who require advanced features and applications, and users who need multiple line support and enhanced call handling capabilities.

- 7 line backlit LCD display
- 24 programmable feature buttons
- 3 programmable softkeys
- 2 IP ports
- Headset jack
- Additional extensions with optional DSS/LSS console
- Optional AC power adapter
- Optional wall mount
- Hearing aid compatible
- Open VPN support

**Edge 9000 10-Button IP Phone**
Standard Gigabit IP phone designed to provide the perfect combination of features and performance for the typical office worker.

- 5 line backlit LCD display
- 10 programmable feature buttons
- 3 programmable softkeys
- 2 IP ports
- Headset jack
- Additional extensions with optional DSS/LSS console
- Optional AC power adapter
- Optional wall mount
- Hearing aid compatible
- Open VPN support

**Edge 9000 5-Button IP Phone**
Basic IP phone with simple functionality well suited for use in common areas.

- 3 line backlit LCD display
- 5 programmable feature buttons
- 2 IP ports
- Headset jack
- Optional AC power adapter
- Optional wall mount
- Hearing aid compatible
- Open VPN support

**Edge 9000 4-Button IP Phone**
Basic IP phone with simple functionality.

- 2 line LCD display
- 4 programmable feature buttons
- 2 IP ports
- Headset jack
- Optional AC power adapter
- Optional wall mount
- Hearing aid compatible
- Open VPN support
**Edge 9000 IP Consoles**
Customize and expand the features and flexibility of Edge 9000 10- and 24-button IP phones with optional Direct Station Selection (DSS) and LCD Station Selection (LSS) IP consoles. Increase productivity and efficiency of call handling with up to 24 additional programmable buttons for assigning direct extensions, speed dialing frequently called numbers and one-touch access to additional Summit features.

**Edge 9000 30-Button Digital Phone**
- 3 line backlit LCD for high visibility
- 7 flexible buttons
- 30 programmable buttons 3 soft keys
- Wall mountable
- More extension handling with optional DSS
- Enhanced high quality conference calling
- Flexible desktop configuration options via tilting base

Customize and expand the features and flexibility of your Edge 9000 30-button phone with the optional Edge 9000 48-Button Direct Station Selection (DSS) console. Increase productivity and efficiency of call handling with 48 additional programmable buttons for assigning direct extensions, speed dialing frequently called numbers and automatic access to more Summit system features.

**Edge 9000 8-Button Digital Phone**
- 2 line LCD
- 7 flexible buttons
- 8 programmable buttons
- Wall mountable
- Enhanced high quality conference calling
- Flexible desktop configuration options via tilting base

*IP phones compatible with Summit v2.0 only

For more information on solutions from Vertical Communications®, call 1-877-VERTICAL, or visit www.vertical.com.